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Finally Available Again!

Figures XL Sets

The extremely popular Figures XL Sets are finally available again. The practical sets each contain at least 18 elaborately handpainted individual figures, matching a theme. You can choose from eight interesting themes: from ‘Passengers’ to ‘At the Station’ to ‘In the Mountains’, all the important model railway topics are included.

Worth mentioning: the XL Sets are packaged in an environmentally friendly way. The new sustainable figures packaging consists of 100% card and can therefore be disposed of without any problems.

The new Figures XL Sets will be available from October 2023 exclusively at dealers participating in the NOCH Season Promotion. From September 2023, you can find out which dealers are participating on our website, www.noch.com.

Expected release: October 2023

16106 XL Set ‘Passengers’, 18 figures
16111 XL Set ‘At Work’, 18 figures
Best Value!

16162 XL Set ‘Sheep and Shepherd’, 37 figures

16140 XL Set ‘In the Mountains’, 18 figures

16125 XL Set ‘In the City’ (without bench), 19 figures

16122 XL Set ‘At the Station’, 18 figures

16115 XL Set ‘Sitting People’ (without benches), 18 figures

16140 XL Set ‘In the Mountains’, 18 figures

16162 XL Set ‘Sheep and Shepherd’, 37 figures

16164 XL Set ‘Black & White Cows’, 21 figures

Colours, combinations and forms are subject to change without prior notice.
Monuments and Busts

Accessories Sets

In many places, monuments and busts characterise the cityscape, at the same time comprising distinctive waypoints. NOCH Accessories Sets can be used in a variety of ways in your model landscape, making for an attractive eyecatcher. Busts and monuments represent famous historical figures and scenes.

Expected release: September 2023

14835 Monuments
Contents: Four Monuments (Johannes Gutenberg, Pietà, Frederick the Great, Georg Friedrich Händel)

14838 Busts
Contents: Four Busts (Johann Christoph Friedrich von Schiller, Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, Ludwig van Beethoven, Annette von Droste-Hülshoff)

‘Every Year Again ...’
H0, TT and N Gauge Figures Advent Calendar

It’s become a nice tradition: a NOCH Figures Advent Calendar in A3 Landscape format will be available again in 2023. You can look forward to a new model figure every day before Christmas. The Advent Calendar is the ideal gift for every railway modeller.

Expected release: September 2023

Note: There are model railway figures in the calendar, but no winter or Christmas figures.

15996 Figures Advent Calendar
25 Figures + Accessories

45996 Figures Advent Calendar
25 Figures + Accessories

36996 Figures Advent Calendar
25 Figures + Accessories

Our new Figures Advent Calendar comes out in September 2023!
Wanderlust and Pure Romance!

micro-motion Palms with Hammock

Picture this: crystal-clear water for as far as the eye can see; a dream beach with white sand and the sound of gently lapping waves. You enjoy the moment sitting with your sweetheart on a gently swaying hammock. That is wanderlust and pure romance!

The wonderful model consists of two palm trees with super realistic, laser-cut palm leaves and a hammock on which a couple is sitting.

The palm trees, hammock and model figures come completely assembled.

The hammock is driven via a magnet by a motor located directly underneath the model (installation depth: 3.5 cm).

The mechanism for the drive is supplied as a kit. The electronics (also supplied) are connected to a 16 V model railway transformer and are suitable for AC and DC. The speed of the hammock’s movement can be set on the circuit board.

**Expected release: November 2023**
**NOCH Master Trees**

*Handmade for the Highest Quality Standards!*

We are setting a new quality standard with the Master Trees series. Each wire tree blank is assembled by hand from up to 40 individual wires. The thick trunk is twisted from all of the wires; thick branches are created from a bundle of wires; thin branches and the finest ramifications from just a few wires. A major advantage of these NOCH wire tree blanks is that they can easily be brought into shape later by bending them. The tree skeleton is naturally coloured and flocked with different materials depending on the species of tree. Of course, we make sure that, just like in nature, only slender branches bear foliage, while the stronger branches and trunk are not flocked. The result is a super realistic tree. Due to the very elaborate manual work involved, every NOCH Master Tree is unique, which gives your modelling project a customised quality.

**Expected release:** October 2023

**Note:**

NOCH Master Trees are not only ideal for railway modellers working with all gauges but also for designing bases, dioramas and landscapes. The sizes are interesting for 1:35, 1:48 and 1:72 military modelling scales, for example. Car modellers for scales 1:24, 1:32 and 1:45 are also sure to find the suitable tree. To learn whether the relevant tree is suitable for your purposes, you can consult the table on the packaging or the product page on the NOCH website at www.noch.com.

**Info Tip:**

NOCH Master Trees are made of twisted white wire. You can therefore also change the shape of the finished tree afterwards.

---

**20145 Apple Tree**  
8 cm high

**20110 Oak**  
15 cm high
20100 Ash Tree 20 cm high

20115 Weeping Willow 15 cm high

20120 Silver Birch Tree 18 cm high

20125 Downy Birch Tree 21 cm high

Colours, combinations and forms are subject to change without prior notice.
20130  Poplar
18 cm high

20140  Pine Tree
15 cm high

20105  Chestnut Tree
19 cm high

20141  Pine Tree
18 cm high
20150 Copper Beech
15 cm high

20190 Spruce Tree
19 cm high

20191 Spruce Tree
22 cm high

20192 Spruce Tree
25 cm high

Colours, combinations and forms are subject to change without prior notice.

Season News 2023
Our Annual Diorama ‘City, Country, River!’
NOCH 2023 Focus Theme

The annual Focus Theme of 2023 at NOCH is ‘City, Country, River!’
Back in February, we presented many new products at the International Toy Fair in Nuremberg. With the autumn new items, just in time for the start of the model railway season, the picture is now complete.

Incidentally, you can find lots of suggestions, photos and themed worlds to provide you with inspiration for your personal model landscapes on our website at www.noch.com.
We hope you enjoy building and crafting with NOCH products!

| 1 | HO | 66401 Tavern with Beer Garden |
|   |    | 18.9 cm x 17.2 cm, 18.5 cm high |
|   |    | New Items February 2023, already available. |
| 2 | HO | 14264 Event Pavilion ‘Fisher’s Pier’ |
|   |    | 12.9 cm x 5.2 cm, 7.1 cm high |
|   |    | New Items February 2023, already available. |
| 3 | HO | 14838 Busts, page 4 |
| 4 | HO | 14835 Monuments, page 4 |
| 5 |    | 20120 Silver Birch Tree, page 7 |
| 6 | HO | 14208 Simple Railings |
|   |    | 8 railings each in green, grey and brown |
|   |    | Total length per colour: 64 cm |
|   |    | New Items February 2023, already available. |
| 7 | HO | 14209 Wrought Iron Railings |
|   |    | 12 pieces, total length 111.6 cm |
|   |    | New Items February 2023, already available. |
| 8 | HO | 15728 Highland Cattle |
|   |    | New Items February 2023, already available. |
Colours, combinations and forms are subject to change without prior notice.
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Discover our Themed Figures Sets at www.noch.com!
Little Innovation, Big Impact!

PROFI Grass Tufts

It’s all in the blend! NOCH PROFI Grass Tufts are particularly realistic through the use of different grass fibres, stones, scatter and flock. This allows special tufts to be created for very special applications. The PROFI Grass Tufts are suitable for designing model railway layouts and landscapes but are also ideal for railway modellers who want to decorate a diorama or model base.

Expected release: October 2023

Application Tip:

NOCH Landscaping Glue (ref. 61133) is suitable for glueing on the tufts individually. If you’d like to integrate the tufts into a meadow, for example, you can also place them on the surface previously coated with NOCH Grass Glue (ref. 61130 or 61131). Finally, apply scatter, flock and grass fibres as usual and thus wonderfully ‘integrate’ the tufts to form a homogenous green area.
Structured Pavements

Take a gentle stroll along the pavement is no longer a problem for NOCH Figures in HO gauge! The surface and colour of the new, highly realistic Structured Pavement ‘Cobblestones’ perfectly matches the NOCH Structured Roads and Squares already available from the ‘Cobblestones’ and ‘Roman Composite’ series. The new Pavement ‘Concrete Slabs’ comes into play for any streets with a smooth surface and for the already available market and town square.

Structured Roads, Paths and Squares are made from quartz sand and rock flour. Almost like the original! And you can see that in the products, too: Structured Paths are the first choice when it comes to designing realistic city centres, towns and streets.

Expected release: November 2023

NOCH Structured Roads, Squares and Pavements can simply be cut into shape with a craft knife or a pair of scissors.

UHU POR or NOCH Grass Glue (ref. 61130 or 61131), for example, are suitable for gluing. It’s important to spread the adhesive thinly and evenly on the surface with a scraper.

The Structured Road is finally placed in the glue bed and carefully pressed on.

Craft Tip:
This is how to use NOCH Structured Roads and Squares and perfectly match the pavements:

NOCH Structured Roads, Squares and Pavements can simply be cut into shape with a craft knife or a pair of scissors.

Already available:
These Structured Roads and Squares among others can be found in the NOCH range. You’ll find more info and products at www.noch.com.
Romantic Dream Destination

Pavilion

The beautifully designed, nostalgic ‘Pavilion’ has a vibrant and realistic surface thanks to NOCH Hard Foam. Both the terrain base with base plate and the roof are made out of the exclusive material. The kit is rounded off by filigree 3D printed columns. Assembly is incredibly easy; only UHU All-Purpose Adhesive is required (not included).

To make the Pavilion’s surroundings look realistic and turn them into a true dream destination, we recommend the new NOCH Master Trees, which you’ll find on pages 6 to 9 of this leaflet.

Expected release: October 2023

HO 60764 Pavilion

Contents: 1 terrain base made of NOCH Hard Foam
8 columns (3D printed parts)
1 roof made of NOCH Hard Foam
All parts are handpainted
17 cm x 15 cm, 13 cm high
February 2023, Wangen im Allgäu. While the NOCH Sales Team finally get to meet customers in Nuremberg at the International Toy Fair after two years of abstinence, the US Government does its best to dismiss one particular incident as a ‘Chinese weather balloon’. Meanwhile in the Allgäu, investigations by the ‘Men in Yellow’ uncover something unbelievable: it wasn’t a weather balloon but Fred! Of all places, the alien crashed his UFO in a field in the Allgäu. Luckily, nothing happened to him, and he was able to exit the flying saucer unharmed. Eye witnesses reported a ‘human-like being, small to medium, or even large in size’*. He’s never been seen since.

Perhaps he lives among us undetected, and has long been part of the NOCH team? He might even be the one to process your next order? Naturally, the ‘Men in Yellow’ will keep following their leads on this story!

Expected release: October 2023

*Note: after some in-depth research, we now believe that Fred has the amazing ability to change his size at will. Consequently, the model is suitable for H0, TT and N gauge. Depending on Fred’s mood.

Colours, combinations and forms are subject to change without prior notice.

Contents: 1 base plate with crashed UFO made of NOCH Hard Foam, handpainted 22.5 cm x 15 cm, 6.5 cm high
1 3D printed alien figure, 1.7 cm tall
**We’ve Seen the Light!**

*micro-rooms*

Interior lighting for buildings has been around for a long time and is certainly nothing special. But the new NOCH micro-rooms are! In a development process that lasted almost a year, we combined our modellers’ best ideas to give you great new options for designing the lighting in your model buildings.

Until now, individual light bases or neutral light boxes for individual windows were common. The NOCH micro-room System, on the other hand, is based on cardboard light rooms of different sizes, which can be decorated with the enclosed decorative sheets. Equipped with a floor, wallpaper, etc., they’re ideal for decorating with NOCH furniture and figures. The LEDs are affixed at the top of the light room. Assisted by the enclosed diffuser film, light from the LED is realistically distributed throughout the room. If you want, hang up a pair of curtains and you’ll have another highlight in your model world! Design lovely details with NOCH products, from everyday scenes at the kitchen table to a passionate night of lovemaking in the bedroom!

The LEDs are available in cool or warm white and in single or double versions. They can be connected to a 16 V model railway transformer and are suitable for AC and DC. Thanks to the technology built into the mini circuit board, you can connect it directly without additional series resistors. Guaranteed to be free of flickering!

The LED circuit boards measure 0.7 cm x 1.8 cm and are thus suitable for home lighting systems and light boxes by other manufacturers such as Viessmann®.

**Expected release:** November 2023

**Product Highlights:**
- single and double LEDs
- cool white and warm white LEDs
- particularly good value
- flicker-free & long-lasting
- no additional series resistor necessary
- can be connected directly to 16 V transformer
- suitable for AC and DC
- fit other manufacturers’ lighting systems, e.g. Viessmann®.

---

Video clip
Craft Tip: micro-rooms

The cardboard micro-rooms are folded and glued together to form a light box. NOCH Laser-Cut Adhesive (ref. 61104) is ideal for this. Floors, wallpaper and decorations are cut out and glued into the room. Then place NOCH figures and furniture in the lighted room. The desired LED is affixed. Depending on your needs, cool or warm white and single or double versions are available. The finished micro-room is glued behind the window in the wall of the building. The LED can be connected directly to a 16 V transformer without an additional series resistor.

51250 micro-rooms LED Building Lighting Kit
Starter Set with 4 LEDs + 8 Interiors
Contents: 4 LED lights for building interior*:
1 x single LED, cool white; 1 x single LED, warm white
1 x double LED, cool white; 1 x double LED, warm white
1 diffuse film, 5 cm x 5 cm sheet
7 decorative sheets with doors, wallpaper, curtains and lots of decorative elements
8 micro-rooms building interiors*:
2 x type A: 3.5 cm x 1.5 cm, 2.8 cm deep
2 x type B: 3.5 cm x 3.0 cm, 2.8 cm deep
2 x type C: 4.6 – 8.7 cm x 1.5 cm, 2.8 cm deep
2 x type D: 4.6 – 8.7 cm x 3.0 cm, 2.8 cm deep
1 set of detailed instructions

*One of each LED type is included in the set to try out. Up to 4 light rooms can be equipped with these. You can also obtain other LEDs sorted by type for your individual needs from NOCH.

Colours, combinations and forms are subject to change without prior notice.
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Let Your Creativity Shine with the New LED Fairy Lights!

The LED Fairy Lights are available with 10, 20 and 30 LEDs. One LED is placed per centimetre. The Fairy Lights are suitable as lantern garlands for festivities, as stall lighting at a Christmas market, and much more! Connect to a 16 V model railway transformer. Suitable for AC and DC.

**Expected release:** November 2023

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>51240</td>
<td>Fairy Lights with 10 LEDs</td>
<td>string of lights with 10 LEDs, length 10 cm, length of connecting cable 15 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51244</td>
<td>Fairy Lights with 20 LEDs</td>
<td>string of lights with 20 LEDs, length 20 cm, length of connecting cable 15 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51248</td>
<td>Fairy Lights with 30 LEDs</td>
<td>string of lights with 30 LEDs, length 30 cm, length of connecting cable 15 cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nice and Spooky – Spookily Nice!

To set the right mood, not just for Halloween! Those who like to carve pumpkins, watch horror films, play ‘trick or treat’ and invite zombies and vampires to their costume party will get their money’s worth with the five Illuminated Pumpkins. Connect to a 16 V model railway transformer. Suitable for AC and DC.

**Expected release:** November 2023

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>51210</td>
<td>Pumpkins, illuminated</td>
<td>5 pieces, handpainted each with 1 LED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Model Railway Pleasure Anytime and Anywhere!
Model Railway in a Briefcase for N Gauge

This briefcase layout realises your dream of a compact, fully assembled N gauge layout. The landscape is modelled on the beautiful Allgäu Alpine region, which is characterised by imposing mountains, lush meadows and idyllic lakes.

Expected release: November 2023

Product Details ‘Füssen’ and ‘Oberstdorf’

- Ready-to-use model railway layout in an aluminium case (outer dimensions of case: 79.5 cm x 54.5 cm, 16 cm high)
- Landscape made of Structured Hard Foam, fully decorated and equipped with high-quality NOCH Laser-Cut buildings
- Two railway circuits, pre-mounted with track
- Control panel with two speed controllers
- Three illuminated buildings (station + extension illuminated with 2 LEDs and additionally one illuminated Christmas tree with the ‘Oberstdorf’ model)
- Connection point for external power supply (included)

Preformed Layouts ‘Füssen’ and ‘Oberstdorf’

- Dimensions: 77 cm x 51.5 cm, approx. 13 cm high
- Includes track plan for Minitrix®, Fleischmann® with ballast bed (piccolo), Fleischmann® without ballast bed

Expected release: November 2023

Technical Functions ‘Füssen’ and ‘Oberstdorf’

The track plan enables two trains to be operated, which can be controlled independently of each other. A switch enables the circuits to be connected together, allowing the entire route to be controlled by one speed controller. A small siding enables shunting operations. The lighting on the layout is activated via a switch.

Note: on the back of this flyer, you can see a larger depiction of the Model Railway Briefcase ‘Füssen’ (ref. 88410).

Both briefcase layouts are supplied without locomotives and carriages.
Model Railway Pleasure Anytime and Anywhere!

Model Railway in a Briefcase for N Gauge (further information on page 19)

NOCH Symbols

Craft tips, notes or information
Laser-Cut product
micro-motion moving model
Hand-painted

3D printed product
Color 3D Print
Sustainable packaging

G Sketch symbol
G 6 Gauge • 1:22.5 scale

I Sketch symbol
I 1 Gauge • 1:32 scale

0 Sketch symbol
0 0 Gauge • 1:43 scale

HO Sketch symbol
HO HO Gauge • 1:87 scale

TT Sketch symbol
TT TT Gauge • 1:120 scale

N Sketch symbol
N N Gauge • 1:160 scale

Z Sketch symbol
Z Z Gauge • 1:220 scale

Your NOCH Dealer:
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